
ON A LOCAL-GLOBAL PRINCIPLEFOR INTEGRAL QUADRATIC FORMSJonathan HankeAbstrat. In this paper we investigate the representation behavior of a positivede�nite ternary quadrati formQ within an exeptional/anti-exeptional square lasstZ2. We show that a loal-global priniple based on the spinor genus holds for allbut �nitely many numbers outside of �nitely many in�nite sequenes mq2 whereq - N runs over primes with  (q) = �1 (with the assumption that m has boundeddivisibility at the anisotropi primes of Q). In the proess, we desribe the strutureof the weight 2 usp form g(z) assoiated to Q along tZ2, showing that this interestingportion of it arises as a di�erene/sum of a form and its twist by  . We onludethat one an ompletely understand whih numbers are represented by any quadratiform in 3 or more variables.x0 Introdution and NotationGiven a diophantine equation with integer oeÆients, a entral problem of num-ber theory is determining whether integer solutions exist. Here we will attempt toaddress the question for the equation(0:1) Q(~x) = mwhere Q is an integral quadrati form in � 3 variables and m is an integer. Foronveniene we let rQ(m) denote the number of solutions and say that m is rep-resented by Q when rQ(m) > 0.One approah to this problem is to �rst ask if there are solutions mod p� for allprimes p and all � > 0, as well as over R. If there are, we all them loal solutionsand say that m is loally represented by Q. The existene of loal solutions isa neessary for m to be represented by Q, but it is not in general suÆient. Forthose m where it is suÆient, we say that a loal-global priniple exists.If we are interested in rational solutions to (0.1) rather than integral ones, thenthe existene of a loal-global priniple goes bak to Hasse [Has℄ and is one of themajor ahievements of the thoery of quadrati forms (however at every prime p weask for solutions over the p-adi numbers Qp ). For integral solutions, the situationis ompliated by the fat that there may be �nitely many (non-isomprphi) formswhih loally look like Q. We all the set of suh forms the genus of Q andThe author would like to extend speial thanks Peter Sarnak for suggesting this questionto him and several followup onversations, Jordan Ellenberg for many useful onversations andsuggestions about Galois representations over the past months, and Ron Solomon for explainingthe proof of Lemma 3.3. The author would also like to thank M. Bhargava, A. Booker, and A.Venkatesh for their omments. Typeset by AMS-TEX1

2 JONATHAN HANKEdenote it by Gen(Q). Notie that when a loal-global priniple exists at m, itmakes a uniform statement about all forms in the genus, saying rQ0(m) > 0 for allQ0 2 Gen(Q).It was Siegel who �rst quantitatively desribed the relationship between thenumber of loal and global representations, expressing a ertain weighted averageover rQ0(m) all Q0 2 Gen(Q) as an in�nite produt of loal representation densities�v(m) over all plaes v of Q. Siegel's Theorem gives a ompletely satisfatoryloal-global priniple so long as we are ontent to understand an average numberor representations over all forms in the genus. But what an be said for individualforms?If we are fortunate enough that Gen(Q) = fQg, then a loal-global prinipleholds for all m. However in a pioneering paper [Wa℄, Watson he gave severalexamples of ternary quadrati forms Q and in�nite families of numbers m on whiha loal-global priniple fails.Upon further investigation [???,???℄, we see that the problems pointed to byWatson are related to a more re�ned loal equivalene (spinor equivalene) whihbreaks the genus into �nitely many spinor genera. (There is also an analagousformula to Siegel's Theorem whih holds over eah spinor genus in the genus.) Byhanging our the loal riterion to be representability by (some form Q0 in) thespinor genus Spn(Q) instead of the genus Gen(Q), we avoid Watson's problemsand may again ask about the validity of a loal-global priniple.In attempting to answer this question, the theory breaks naturally into twoparts depending on the behavior of Q over R. If Q represents all of R, then it isalled inde�nite and it is known [Si℄ that there is exatly one form in eah spinorgenus. Thus for these forms one has a loal-global priniple (and even an expliitdesription of the number of representations in a ertian sense). If Q representsonly half of R we say it is de�nite, in whih ase there may be many forms ineah spinor genus. In this ase, the formula of Siegel yields no information aboutthe behavior of an individual form and there may be numbers whih are loallyrepresented by Q, but not represented by Q globally.To pursue a loal-global priniple further, learly a di�erent perspetive is re-quired. At this point, one an try to use analyti methods to estimate how thenumber of representations rQ(m) grows with m. When the error in this estimatebeomes small as m grows, we have that a loal-global priniple holds for m suf-�iently large. To understand how this plays out, we desribe some of the mainfeatures of this approah, and why they lead to ertain subtleties for forms in 3 or4 variables.One begins by studying the theta funtion(0:2) �Q(z) = Xm2Z�0rQ(m) e2�imzassoiated to a positive de�nite form Q in n variables. This is a generating funtionfor the representation behavior of Q on integers, as well as being a modular formof weight n=2 for some ongruene subgroup �0(N). If n is odd, then this is a formof half-integral weight in the sense on Shimura [Sh1℄.One then onsiders a deomposition �Q(z) = E(z) + f(z) where E is an Eisen-stein series and f is a usp form. In this language, Siegel's theorem states that the

ON A LOCAL-GLOBAL PRINCIPLE FOR INTEGRAL QUADRATIC FORMS 3Eisenstein series E an be written as a weighted average of theta funtions over thegenus, and that its Fourier oeÆients aE(m) an be expressed as ertain in�niteloal produts. By omputing these loal fators, one an obtain e�etive state-ments about the growth of aE(m) whih is our main term, and by Deligne's boundon the growth of the usp oeÆients, we obtain our error term. This simple pitureompletely desribes the situation for n � 5, but it beomes more ompliated forsmaller n.For n = 3 or 4, we see the possible emergene of �nitely many anisotropiprimes at whih the loal fators ontributing to the growth of aE(m) are onstantas m grows at p (meaning m grows by introduing additional fators of p). Growthat these primes do not ontribute to the asymptoti for aE(m), and so requirerestritions on their divisibility when we askm to be suÆently large. These primesall divide the determinant d of Q, and so are easily identi�ed.For n = 3, we have several additional ompliations. The �rst is that the onstantin the asymptoti desribing the growth of aE(m) involves the value L(1; �t) where tis the square free part ofm. Sine the lower bound jL(1; �t)j � C"t 12�" is ine�etive,so is the estimate for our main term. The resolution of this problem is equivalent toknowing there are no Siegel zeros for Dirihlet L-funtions and would follow fromthe Riemann hypothesis.The seond problem involves the bound for the error term, i.e., the bound forFourier oeÆients of half-integral weight usp form. The growth of Fourier oeÆ-ients within a square lass an be desribed in terms of the bound for even weightforms via the Shimura lift, leaving the ase of bounding the square free oeÆients.Here the onvexity bound O(t1=2) just barely fails to meet our needs. However ina major ahievement, this exponent was improved by Iwanie [I1℄ in the ase ofweight � 5=2 and then extended (ine�etively) in [Du-SP℄ to weight 3/2, howeverby slightly di�erent methods one an prove an e�etive bound of this kind.The third problem is the presene of weight 3/2 usp forms whose Shimura liftis not uspidal. The relationship of these forms to Q was desribed by Shulze-Pillot [SP1℄ and its omponent in �Q depends only on the half genus of Q. (Saysomething about the spinor rep'n behavior depending only on the genusfor n > 3 and half-genus when n = 3). These exeptional usp forms arewell understood as modular forms and have non-zero Fourier oeÆients on only�nitely many square lasses. They also have the same order of growth as themain term aE(m), and their presene is responsible for the in�nite exeptionalsequenes pointed out by Watson. On suh square lasses our (ombined) mainterm may be exatly zero in�nitely often, whih is problemati for our asymptotiapproah. Further, this would indiate the possibly unpleasant siutation that therepresentation behavior would depend on the underlying Fourier oeÆients of theusp forms with uspidal Shimura lift. Sine the behvaior of the oeÆients of uspforms are not generally understood, this might lead us to believe that the questionof the validity of a loal-global priniple in suh ases may well be beyond our reah(see [SP2℄).In this paper, we show that this onern is unwarranted and determine theexat nature of the loal-global priniple for ternary forms within these exeptionalsquare lasses and in their anti-exeptional ounterparts (in the other half genus).We do this by �rst desribing the uspidal error ontribution (x1) in terms of theShimura lift, and desribing an asymptoti formula for our main term along the

4 JONATHAN HANKEexeptional/anti-exeptional tZ2 (x2). Then we treat the exeptional and anti-exeptional ases separately (x4 and x5), appealing to a desription of weight 2 uspforms whose pth Fourier oeÆients vanish aording to some quadrati harater (x3) to see that the uspidal ontribution to �Q(z) is well-behaved. This followsfrom analyzing the assoiated Galois representations. We onlude with an example(x6) where we use our results to determine whih numbers are represented by Qwithin the exeptional/anti-exeptional square lasses, and some losing omments(x7) related to growth at the anisotropi primes and the struture of g(z).NotationWe let Z;Q;R; and C denote the integers, rational, real, and omplex num-bers respetively. We also let e(z) = e2�iz , �(m) = Pdjm;d>0 1, �(m) denote theM�oebius funtion, �ab � denote the Jaobi symbol, and gd(a; b) be the greatest om-mon divisor of a and b. For a square matrix �, we let Tr(�) and Det(�) denoteits trae and determinant. We write m >> 1 to represent a ondition that is truewhen m is suÆiently large.For any number �eld L we let GL = Gal(L=L) � GQ. If � is a prime num-ber/ideal in the integers OL of L, we let F� denote the residue �eld OL=�OL, andlet Frob� 2 GL denote the Frobenius element assoiated to �.For a Dirihlet hrater �, we denote the assoiated Dirihlet L-funtion byL(s;�) and let �r(�) = ��r� ��(�). We denote by Sk(N;�) (resp. Mk(N;�))the spae of usp (resp. modular) forms of weight k, level N , and harater � :(Z=NZ)� ! C� . We allow half-integral weight k in the sense of Shimura [Sh1℄(though our subsript di�ers from his).For m 2 N and a set of primes S, we let mS = (m)S denote the produtQp2Spordp(m). We may write (m)pjN for mSwhere S is the set of primes dividingN (and similarly for p - N).If G is a group, then we denote its enter by Z(G) and ommutator subgroupby [G;G℄. If H is a subgroup of G, we let NG(H) and CG(H) respetively denotethe normalizer and entralizer of H in G. We say a group G is quasi-simple ifG=Z(G) is simple and G = [G;G℄.If G = Qi2I Gi is a diret produt of groups Gi, then for every i 2 I wede�ne projetion maps �i : G � Gi. Similarly, for any subset J � I we de�neGJ =Qi2J Gi and �J : G� GJ . We let Z = Z(G); Zi = Z(Gi); and ZJ = Z(GJ).A diagonal subgroup D of G is a subgroup of G suh that �i : D �= Gi for alli 2 I . x1 SettingThroughout this paper, we �x a positive de�nite integral ternary quadrati formQ, meaning a quadrati form on Q3 for whih Q(Z3) � Z and Q(~x) = 0 ) ~x =~0. We let D and N respetively denote the determinant and level of Q, and let�(�) = �D� �. We also �x a positive square free integer t and some T 2 tZ2 loallyrepresented by Q, and onsider m = tm20 2 TZ2.For f(z) = P1m=1 a(m)e(mz) 2 S3=2(N;�) and some �xed square free integert > 0 we de�ne its Shimura lift Shi(f) = Shi(f; t) to be the modular formg(z) =P1m=0 b(m)e(mz) 2M2(N=2; �2) satisfying(1:2) 1Xm0=1 b(m0)m�s0 = L(s; �t) 1Xm0=1 a(tm20)m�s0 :



ON A LOCAL-GLOBAL PRINCIPLE FOR INTEGRAL QUADRATIC FORMS 5Sine � is quadrati, �2 is the trivial harater.Let U(N;�) be the subspae of S3=2(N;�) spanned by(1:3) �u(z) = Xem2Z (em) eme(t(hem)2z)�where  is a primitive Dirihlet harater of ondutor R with  (�1) = �1,  th2agrees with � on (Z=NZ)� with 4th2R2 j N and h > 0. It is known that U(N;�)is the subspae of S3=2(N;�) whose Shimura lift is not uspidal. We denote byU?(N;�) the subspae of S3=2(N;�) perpendiular to U(N;�) under the Peterssoninner produt.Our approah is to deompose the theta funtion �Q(z) as(1:4) �Q(z) = E(z) +H(z) + f(z)into an Eisenstein series E(z) =Pm�0 aE(m)e(mz), a spinor termH(z) 2 U(N;�)with Fourier expansionPm>0 aH(m)e(mz) and a usp form f(z) 2 U?(N;�). Wewill also be interested in the form g = Shi(f) 2 S2(N 0) of level N 0 = N=2 and theprimitive harater  of ondutor R above.From (1.2), we have the relations(1:5) b(m0) = Xdjm0; d>0 (d) a(t(m0=d)2)(1:6) a(tm20) = Xdjm0; d>0�(d) (d) b(m0=d)To state our main theorems simply, we adopt the following onvention for de-omposing H(z) and g(z). We write(1:7) H(z) =Xj Æj uj(z)where uj(z) =Pem2Z (em) eme(t(hj em)2z). We also write g(z) =Pm�0 b(m)e(m)as a linear ombination of Heke eigenforms(1:8) g(z) = rXi=1 i gi(z)where gi(z) =Pm�0 bi(m)e(m) = g0i(diz) and the g0i(z) are newforms normalizedso that their �rst Fourier oeÆient is 1.Lemma 1.1. Let i be as in (1.8). Then i 2 Q .Proof. Let Ki be the �eld of eigenvalues generated by the Fourier oeÆients ofgi(z) andK =Qri=1Ki. Then the linear form L(~x) =Pri=1 i xi is known to vanishon a K-basis from [Sh2', ...℄, so solving for the i we see that i 2 K � Q . �

6 JONATHAN HANKEBy the theory of newforms [At-Le℄ and Deligne's bound on Heke eigenvalues[De℄, we have that(1:9) jbi(m)j � �(m)pm;therefore(1:10) jb(m)j � �(m)pm rXi=1 jijand(1:10a) ja(tm20)j � �(m0)2pm0 rXi=1 jij:If T0 is loally represented, we say that T0 is exeptional if aE(T0)+aH(T0) = 0and anti-exeptional if aE(T0) = aH(T0). These are the extremal ases of thegeneral inequality jaH(T0)j � aE(T0) (see [Ha, Lemma 3.4℄). We also say that T0is non-exeptional if it is neither exeptional nor anti-exeptional.By [Si℄ and [SP1℄, in general we have(1:11) aE(m) = PQ02Gen(Q) rQ0(m)jAut(Q0)jPQ02Gen(Q) 1jAut(Q0)j � 0;and similarly(1:12) aE(m) + aH(m) = PQ02Spn(Q) rQ0(m)jAut(Q0)jPQ02Spn(Q) 1jAut(Q0)j � 0:Sine rQ0(m) � 0, using (1.11) we have(1:13) 0 � rQ(m) � jGen(Q)j aE(m):To disuss the representation behavior of Q within tZ2 we often write m0 = hk emwhere hk is as in (1.7) and for any other hj there we have hj j hk em =) hj j hk.Comment. By ombining (1.11) and (1.12) we see it is impossible to have bothexeptional and anti-exeptional elements in E .x2 The main termWe now desribe the behavior of rSpn(Q)(m) and rGen(Q)(m) as m!1.

ON A LOCAL-GLOBAL PRINCIPLE FOR INTEGRAL QUADRATIC FORMS 7Lemma 2.1. Let S be a set of primes not dividing N and assume that mS isS-stable and ordp(mS) = 0 or 1 for all p 2 S. ThenaE(mSs2) = 0�Yp2S�p1A aE(mS)for all s 2 Z divisible only by primes p 2 S, where �p is de�ned by�p = 8><>: P��=0 p� if p j mS;p� if p - mS and  (p) = 1;p� + 2P��1�=0 p� if p - mS and  (p) = �1;and � = �p = ordp(s).Proof. The result follows from [Ha, (3.5) and Table 2℄, taking F = Q there. �Lemma 2.2.1) If T is non-exeptional then for all m 2 TZ2 we haveaE(m) + aH(m) � C (m0)Isofor some onstant C > 0.2) If th2 is exeptional/anti-exeptional and m 2 th2Z2 is non-exeptional, thenaE(m) + aH(m) � C m10BBB� Xdjm�10<d<m�12d1CCCA (m0)pjN;Iso;for some onstant C > 0 depending on h, where m0 = hem with em = m1m�1(m0)pjNand m" is divisible only by primes p - N with  (p) = " = �1.Proof. Part 1 is just a weaker statement of [Ha, Thrm 3.7℄ and is proved there.For Part 2, we �nd some prime p j h=m0 for whih th2p2 is non-exeptional andompute the dependeny of aE(th2p2)� jaH(th2p2)j on p (with Lemma 2.1). Thensine Cp � 1 for all �nitely many isotropi p (see [Ha, Table 2℄) our theorem followsafter possibly further reduing C to aount for possible p-instability of h, primesdividing h, and the �nitely many uj(z) in H(z) as in (1.7).If em is only divisible by p j N and p - th2N with  (p) = 1, sine m is representedby Lemma 2.3 we must have Cp > 1 for some p j N . Hene mp2 is non-exeptional.Otherwise, em is divisible by some prime q with either q j th2 or  (q) = �1 and ineither ase mq2 is not exeptional. �Lemma 2.3. Suppose T is loally represented and non-exeptional. Then for allm = Tm21 we have aE(m) � C(m1)Iso;for some onstant C > 0.Proof. This is just a weaker statement of [Ha, Cor 3.3℄ and is proved there. �

8 JONATHAN HANKEx3 Galois representations and twistsIn this setion we prove a theorem about weight 2 usp forms whose pth FourieroeÆients are bounded on a ertain half of the primes. We do this by analyzinglinear ombinations of the 2-dimensional l-adi and mod l Galois representationsassoiated to an eigenform as in [Sh2, Ch 7℄.Lemma 3.1. Let �f and �g be the 2-dimensional l-adi Galois representations onGQ assoiated to eigenforms f; g 2 S2(N) respetively. Suppose�f jH= �g jHwhere H = Ker( ) for some non-trivial quadrati harater  (on GQ) and l >> 1.Then either �g = �f or �g = �f 
  .Proof. Let K be the quadrati extension of Q assoiated to  , so H = GK . We �xa prime l >> 1 and onsider the mod l Galois representationse�f ; e�g : GQ �! GL2(Fl ):We reall the standard de�nition that the representation � on GQ is CM if thereexists an index 2 subgroup H 0 of GQ suh that � jH is abelian.Case 1: Suppose neither �f nor �g is a CM representation, and onsider theprodut map e�f � e�g : GQ �! GL2(Fl )�GL2(Fl ):From above, we see that the image of H under this map lies in � = GL2(Fl )embedded diagonally in the produt. By a theorem of Serre [Se, ...℄ we an hoosel suÆiently large so that eahe�f ; e�g : H �!! GL2(Fl );whih ensures the image of H is the entire diagonal subgroup � � GL2(Fl ) �GL2(Fl ).Sine [GQ : H ℄ = 2 we know [(e�f � e�g)(GQ) : �℄ = 1 or 2, with the �rst asegiving �f = �g. In the seond ase, onsider the map e�f � e�g omposed with theprojetion isomorphism� : (GL2(Fl )�GL2(Fl ))=� �! GL2(Fl );whose image gives a group of order 2 in GL2(Fl ). Sine this is abelian, we mayform the representation e�f � e��1g whih is a quadrati harater on GQ=H , hene�1 = �2 
  .Case 2: Suppose that �f is a CM representation (see [R℄ for details), thenthere exists a unique imaginary quadrati number �eld Lf suh that �f is abelianon GLf . This implies (by [R, Prop 4.4℄) that �g is also CM sine otherwise onGK�Lf , �f is abelian but �g is not. In fat, we must have Lf = Lg sine otherwiseboth representations are abelian on GK = GK�LfGK�Lg , whih ontradits theuniqueness of Lf and Lg. Therefore, we may take L = Lf = Lg .Sine all suh CM forms arise from Heke haraters � on L as a sum over integralideals a of L Xa �(a)e(NL=Q(a)z)



ON A LOCAL-GLOBAL PRINCIPLE FOR INTEGRAL QUADRATIC FORMS 9(with �(a) = 0 if a is not prime to the ondutor of �), we are saying that �f = �gfor all prime ideals p of L lying over (all but �nitely many of) those p 2 Z with (p) = 1. Sine eah � gives rise to a weight 2 form, their in�nite parts musthave the form ( ujuj) (see [I, Thrm 12.5℄), so we are redued to understanding theassoiated �nite haraters on some ray lass group �.By Thebetarov's theorem for the ray lass �eld assoiated to �, we know thatthe group generated by suh Frobp is some subgroup H � Gal(L=Q) of index � 2ontaining Gal(L=K). Sine [L : Q℄ = 2 the index 2 ase implies L = K. Thuseither �f = �g or both f and g have omplex multipliation by K. However sinethe eigenvalues of a CM form for K satisfy !(p) =  (p)!(p) for all but �nitelymany primes, so by Thebetarov's theorem the haraters of �f and �(g) agree ona dense subset of GQ. This together with the ontinuity of the representations gives�f = �g. �Lemma 3.2. Suppose two l-adi Galois represntations �1 and �2 assoiated toweight 2 newforms of level N have the same Tr(�i(Frobp)) for all p - Nl with (p) = " = �1 (where i = 1; 2) up to some non-zero onstant � 2 �Q , then �1 = 
 �2.Proof.Suppose " = 1: Suppose Tr(�1(Frobp)) = �Tr(�2(Frobp)) for some � 2 �Qand all p - Nl with  (p) = 1. By Thebetarov we see that Tr(�1) = �Tr(�2) onGK . Writing � = �2=�1 with algebrai integers �1 and �2, we have�1 Tr(�1jGK ) = �2 Tr(�2jGK ):Consider a prime p 2 Z prime to �1�2 whih splits ompletely in Q(�1�2). Thenwe an �nd ai 2 N with �i � ai (mod p), and we have an equality of the traes ofthe representations�aij=1�ijGK (where i = 1 or 2). By the Brauer-Nesbitt Theorem,theorem we see that these two representations are isomorphi and �1 � �2 (mod p).Taking p ! 1 we see that �1 = �2, so � = 1 and �1jGK �= �2jGK . Using Lemma3.1 we see �1 =  
 �2.Suppose " = �1: Suppose Tr(�1(Frobp)) = �Tr(�2(Frobp)) for some � 2 �Qand all p - Nl with  (p) = �1. By Thebetarov we see that Tr(�1) = �Tr(�2) onGQ�GK . Sine the �i are known to have omplex onjugate eigenvalues �p and ��pon Frobp, we see that �p;1 = ��p;2. However (Frobp)3 is also in GQ � GK , so wehave �3 = � and � = �1. Sine GQ �GK generates GQ, the �i on GQ �GK haveunique extensions to GQ. Therefore if � = 1 we see �1 �= �2, so � = �1. Howeverthis is exatly the situation when �1 =  
 �2, so by uniqueness this must be thease. �Lemma 3.3. Let I be a �nite set and D be a subgroup of Qi2I SL2(Fl ) with l > 3prime, and suppose that D projets surjetively onto eah fator. Then there existsa unique partition I = tsj=1Ij and unique diagonal subgroups Dj � Qi2Ij SL2(Fl )suh that sYj=1Dj � D � Zj � sYj=1Dj ;where Zj is the enter of Qi2Ij SL2(Fl ).Proof. Let G = Qi2I Gi with Gi = SL2(Fl ), and for eah x 2 G let xi = �i(x).Set ℄supp(x) = fi 2 I j xi 62 Zig. Fix y 2 D � (D \ Z) with j℄supp(y)j minimal andset I1 = ℄supp(y) and I1 = I � I1.

10 JONATHAN HANKELet D�1 = D \ GI1 and D1 = [D�1 ; D�1 ℄, so that D�1 / D;D1 / D, and y 2 D�1 .For any i 2 I1, we have that �i(D�1) / �i(D) = Gi. Beause yi =2 Zi we know�i(D�1) 6� Zi, and sine Gi=Zi = PSL2(Fl ) is simple we have �i(D�1) = Gi for alli 2 I1.By our minimal hoie of j℄supp(y)j, we have D�1=(Z \D�1) �= Gi=Zi for all i 2 I1.Sine Gi = [Gi; Gi℄, D�1 = D1(D�1 \ Z) with D1 = [D1; D1℄ and D1=(D1 \ Z) �=Gi=Zi. Thus D1 is quasi-simple and �i(D1) = �i(D�1) = Gi for all i. It is known(by Shur multipliers) that for any quasi-simple group Q with jZ(Q)j = 2 and� : Q) SL2(Fq ), � is an isomorphism. Hene �i maps D1 isomorphially onto Gifor eah i 2 I1. So D1 is a diagonal of GI1 .By projeting D1 onto some Gi, we see that NG(D1) indues only inner auto-morphisms in D1 and CL(D1) projets into Zi for all i 2 I1. Therefore NG(D1) =(D1�GI1)Z. As D1/D, it follows that D1 � �I1(D) � D1Z and DZ = (D1�D1)Zwhere D1 = D\GI1 . In partiular for i 2 I1, �i(D1) = �i(D) = Gi. The existeneof the stated deomposition follows by indution, and the uniqueness is lear. �Theorem 3.4. Let fgi(z)gri=1 � S2(N) be normalized eigenforms (for all Tp wherep - N) with Fourier oeÆients bi(m) and  be a quadrati Dirihlet harater.Suppose there is some onstant C suh that jPi i bi(p)j � C for all primes p - Nwith  (p) = " = �1 and i 2 �Q . Then Pi i bi(m) = 0 for all m with gd (m;N) =1 and  (m) = ".Proof. By learing denominators, we may assume that the i are algebrai integers.Let Ki be the �eld generated be the Fourier oeÆients of gi, and hoose a sequeneof primes l ! 1 whih split ompletely in the ompositum K 0 = QKi. For eahl, let � be a prime of K 0 over l, so the residue �elds F�i �= Fl where �i = � \Ki.Consider the mod �i Galois representations�i : GQ �! GL2(F�i ) �= GL2(Fl )assoiated to the gi, for whih Tr(�i(Frobp)) � bi(p) (mod �i) for all primes p - Nl.With this, we may reinterpret our intial information as a bound on the valuesattained by the linear form L(~x) =Pri=1 i xi on the traes of the images �i(Frobp).Let K be the quadrati �eld assoiated to  . By Thebetarov, we are interestedin the image H of the produt mapQri=1 �i : �GK ! GL2(Fl )r where � 2 GQ with (�) = ". It is enough for us to analyze the oset GK sine the same arguments willapply to GQ�GK by adjusting our linear form by the trae of a oset representative(i.e., replaing i by i Tr(�i(�))).By a theorem of Serre [Se, ...℄ eah �i is surjetive for l >> 1, so �i(H) =GL2(Fl ). Sine the ommutator subgroup [GL2(Fl ); GL2(Fl )℄ = SL2(Fl ), we haveH 0 := H \Qri=1 SL2(Fl ) � [H;H ℄ so �i(H 0) = �i([H;H ℄) = SL2(Fl ). By applyingthe Lemma 3.3 we see that there is a partition f1; � � � ; rg = tjIj so that H 0 breaksup as a diret produt Qj Zj � Dj where Dj (resp. Zj) is a diagonal subgroup(resp. subgroup of the enter Zj) of Qi2Ij SL2(Fl ). Sine Tr(SL2(Fl )) = Fl , foreah j our linear form Lj(~x) =Pi2Ij i xi on Tr(Dj) either takes on all values (ifPi2Ij i 6= 0) or is identially zero (otherwise). To analyze role of Zj , we furtherpartition Ij into subsets I 0k whih are maximal for the property: z 2 Zj ) �i(z) isonstant on I 0k. By onsidering z �Dj for eah z 2 Zj we likewise see (by maximalityof the I 0k) that Lj takes on all values on Tr(Zj �Dj) unless Pi2I0k i = 0 for everyk. This implies that the �i agree on SL2(Fl ) for all i 2 I 0k . Sine the gi(z) have the

ON A LOCAL-GLOBAL PRINCIPLE FOR INTEGRAL QUADRATIC FORMS 11same level and harater, these �i also have the same determinant. Therefore theymust be agree on the oset �GK for all i 2 I 0k.Sine jbi(p)j � 2pp, taking l ! 1 we see that for all i 2 I 0k the bi(p) areequal for any p - Nl with  (p) = ". By onsidering the assoiated l-adi Galoisrepresentations and using Lemma 3.2, we see that the gi(z) with i 2 I 0k are alltwists of eah other by  . Sine Pi2I0k i = 0, our theorem follows. �Corollary 3.5. Let g(z) =P1m=1 b(m)e(mz) 2 S2(N) and  a quadrati Dirihletharater. If for some a 2 N we have jb(aq)j < C for all primes q suh that (q) = " = �1, then b(am) = 0 for all m with gd(m; aN) = 1 and  (m) = ".Proof. By writing g(z) = Pi i gi(z) as a linear ombination of Heke eigenformsgi(z) for all Tp with p - N , and olleting the gi(z) = g0j(djz) oming from the samenewform g0j(z) =P1m=1 b0j(m)e(mz), we haveb(am) =Xj 0j b0j(m)for gd(m; aN) = 1 and some 0j . By assumption we also know that jPj 0j b0j(q)j �C for all primes q with  (q) = ", so our result follows from Theorem 3.4. �x4 The exeptional square lassesTheorem 4.1. If m = th2 is exeptional, then rQ(m) = 0. If m1 is divisible onlyby primes p - N with  (p) = 1, then mm21 is exeptional and rQ(mm21) = 0.Proof. Sinem is exeptional, (1.12) tells us that rQ(th2) = rSpn(Q)(th2) = 0, henea(th2) = 0. Sine td2 is exeptional for all d j h, using (1.5) we have b(h) = 0. From(1.7) and Lemma 2.1, when gd (m1; N) = 1 we know that t(hm1)2 is exeptional,so replaing h by hm1 we see that in this ase the Lemma holds. �Theorem 4.2. Let tZ2 be an exeptional square lass for Q. Then for all but�nitely many m 2 tZ2 we haverSpn(Q)(m) > 0 =) rQ(m) > 0;assuming m has a priori bounded divisibility at the anisotropi primes.Proof. Write m = tm20 and m0 = hk em as at the end of x1.Case 1: Suppose  (em) 6= 1.In this ase our main term is at least as large as when m is non-exeptional.Comparing Lemma 2.3 with (1.10a) gives a loal-global priniple when em >> 1,under the usual assumption of bounded divisibility at the anisotropi primes.Case 2: Suppose  (em) = 1.If em is divisible by some prime q with  (q) = �1, then from Case 1 we see thatrSpn(Q)(m) > 0 and rQ(th2kq2) = 0 for only �nitely many q. Thus if rQ(m) = 0then em has bounded divisibility at suh primes. By omparing Lemma 2.2(2) with(1.10a), we see that a loal-global priniple holds for em >> 1, under the usualassumption of bounded divisibility at the anisotropi primes. The same asymptotialso gives a loal-global priniple when th2k(em2)pjN is not exeptional.If th2k(em2)p-N is exeptional and em is only divisible by primes p with  (p) = 1,then by Theorem 4.1 we see that rSpn(Q)(m) = rQ(m) = 0, so an exat loal-globalpriniple holds. �

12 JONATHAN HANKEx5 The anti-exeptional square lassesTheorem 5.1. Suppose m is anti-exeptional. Then rQ(m) = 0 ) rQ(mq2) = 0for all primes q - mN with  (q) = �1.Proof. If m = tm20 is anti-exeptional, then so are the td2 for all d j m0 (assumingthey are loally represented). Using (1.6), (1.7), and Lemma 2.1 we seerQ(mq2) = rQ(m) + Xdjm0  (d)�(d) b(m0q=d) = Xdjm0  (d)�(d) b(m0q=d):By indution we assume the theorem is true for all m0 < m with m0jm, thusrQ(m0q2) = 0 and rQ(mq2) = � b(m0q):From (1.13) we see that jb(m0q)j � C as q varies. Hene Corollary 3.5 impliesb(m0q) = 0, so rQ(mq2) = 0. �Theorem 5.2. Suppose tZ2 is an anti-exeptional square lass for Q. Then thereare �nitely many sequenes mq2 with m anti-exeptional and q runs over primesq - N with  (q) = �1 for whih a loal-global priniple fails (i.e., rSpn(Q)(mq2) > 0but rQ(mq2) = 0).Aside from these sequenes, for all but �nitely many m 2 tZ2 we haverSpn(Q)(m) > 0 =) rQ(m) > 0;assuming m has a priori bounded divisibility at the anisotropi primes.Proof. Write m = tm20 and m0 = hk em as at the end of x1.Case 1: Suppose  (em) 6= �1.In this ase our main term is at least as large as when m is non-exeptional,so by Lemma 2.3 we have a loal-global priniple when em >> 1 with the usualassumption of bounded divisibility at the anisotropi primes.Case 2: Suppose  (em) = �1.By omparing Lemma 2.2(2) with (1.6) and (1.10), we see that m is representedone em >> 1 unless m2 = q. However in this ase, ombining Theorem 5.1 withLemma 2.1 we see thatrSpn(Q)(mq2) > 0 and rQ(mq2) = 0for all primes q - N with  (q) = �1 when m is anti-exeptional and rQ(m) = 0.Hene for these numbers, no loal-global priniple holds. �x6 An exampleWe now revisit the example of Shulze-Pillot [SP2℄ whih illustrates the basibehavior we expet within an exeptional square lass. It is the genus of formsQ1 = x2 + 48y2 + 144z2Q2 = 4x2 + 48y2 + 49z2 + 48yz + 4xzQ3 = 9x2 + 16y2 + 48z2Q4 = 16x2 + 25y2 + 25z2 + 16xz + 16xy + 14yzwhih onsists of two spinor genera Spn(Q1) = fQ1; Q2g and Spn(Q3) = fQ3; Q4g.The square lass Z2 is exeptional for Spn(Q3) and anti-exeptional for Spn(Q1).We onsider the deompositions (1.4) and (1.8) of the theta funtions of these forms.



ON A LOCAL-GLOBAL PRINCIPLE FOR INTEGRAL QUADRATIC FORMS 13x7 Further CommentsGrowth at anisotropi primes.The results of x4 and x5 haraterize the nature of a loal-global priniple for aternary form within an exeptional/anti-exeptional square lass tZ2 under the on-dition of bounded divisibility at the anisotropi primes. To remove this ondition,we use the following lemma:Lemma 7.1. Suppose p is an anisotropi prime and m is p-stable. ThenrQ(m) = rQ(mp2�)for all � � 0.Proof. In this situation we see from [Ha,(3.16)℄ that aE(m) = aE(mp2�). Howeverwe know rQ(m) � rQ(mp2�), so together with (1.11) we see rQ(m) = rQ(mp2�) forall � � 0. �From this it suÆes to hek the p-stability of all loally represented numbers mwhere rQ(m) = 0 at all anisotropi primes p.The struture of the uspidal part g(z).We also omment on the issue raised by Shulze-Pillot in [SP2℄ where he notiesthat the newforms in g(z) for the spinor genera in the example in x6 appear as asum and di�erene of a form and its twist by ��3� � respetively.As a onsequene of the proof of Theorem 3.4, we have shown that in generalif m = th2 is exeptional/anti-exeptional then the usp forms gi(z) with di = happear in pairs as a di�erene/sum of it and its twist by  respetively. Thisshows that Shulze-Pillot's observation ours in every exeptional/anti-exeptionalsituation, and it is this whih allows us to understand the representation behaviorwithin suh square lasses. Referenes[At-Le℄ A. O. L. Atkin and J. Lehner, Heke operators on �0(N), Math. Ann. 185 (1970),134{160.[De℄ P. Deligne, Le onjeture de Weil I, Inst. Hautes �Etudes Si. Publ. Math. No 43,273{307. (Frenh)[Du-SP℄ W. Duke and R. Shulze-Pillot, Representation of integers by positive ternary quadratiforms and equidistribution of lattie points on ellipsoids, Invent. Math. 99, 49{57.[Ha℄ J. Hanke, Some pratial ondititions for representability by quadrati forms in 3 and4 variables (preprint).[Has℄ ?. Hasse.[I1℄ H. Iwanie, Fourier oeÆients of modular forms of half-integral weight, Invent. math.87 (1987), 385{401.[I2℄ , Topis in lassial automorphi forms.[R℄ K. Ribet, Galois representations attahed to eigenforms with nebentypus, Modularfuntions of one variable V, Let. Notes in Math. 601, 1976, pp. 17{52.[Se℄ J.-P. Serre, Propri�etes galoisiennes des points d'ordre �ni des oubres elliptiques, In-vent. math. 15 (1972), 259{331.[Sh1℄ G. Shimura, On modular forms of half-integral weight, Ann. of Math. 97 (1973), 440{481.[Sh2℄ , An introdution to the theory of automorphi forms.[Sh2'℄ , On the fators of the jaobian variety of a modular funtion �eld, J. Math.So. Japan 25 (1973), no. 3, 523{544.
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